PARISI’S Innovative Rimless Toilets feature the latest Technology
in Flushing, Hygiene and Design.
Powerful Clean
The PARISI innovative rimless toilets are the first in Australia to ensure optimum hygiene
with it’s smooth and continuous design. It’s effective flushing technology ensures
cleaning is kept to a minimum, whilst water is delivered to the bowl forcefully and
systematically.

Easy Clean
Easy clean is a powerful technology applied to ceramic where active silver ions are
baked into the ceramic glaze. This technology dramatically decreases the build-up of
bacteria, substantially minimising the need for harsh cleaning products. This results in
an environmentally sound solution, whilst delivering a superior hygenic surface.

Optimum Hygiene
A more hygienic result is attained as dirt and bacteria are no longer hidden under the
toilet rim. The easily accessible rim area also makes cleaning easier and more efficient.
Parisi’s new rimless design eliminates the traditional rim completely, ensuring no waste
can collect in this area.

Sleek Design
Functionality is combined with an appealing design. The compact, smooth sided
toilets are complete with the impressive new PARISI slim lift-off soft close seat for an
elegant finish.

Water Efficiency
PARISI’s effective flushing technology provides outstanding splash-free flushing results.
The dynamic water flow ensures that the new superior flushing maintains ideal water
usage, whilst being environmentally conscious. The wall faced toilet suites have been
awarded a 4 star rating with an average water consumption of 3.3 Litres per flush.

Linfa Wall Faced Suite
Product Code: PN760
The Linfa wall faced suite combines a classically simple design aesthetic
with outstanding performance features. A compact, smooth sided wall
faced pan complete with a slim soft close seat. The Linfa comes standard
with PARISI’s Easy Clean ceramic glaze and RIMLESS technology, which
ensures maximum cleaning of the inner bowl is achieved.
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Specifications
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Colour / Finish

White / Gloss

Material

Vitreous china - Easy Clean

P Trap

185mm height FFL

S Trap

70-160mm using PN0030 supplied

Var. Set Out

Optional extra S trap 160-200mm (using collar
adaptor PN0045, to be ordered separately)

Water Inlet

370
92

Back Inlet 725mm FFL

80

Bottom inlet - Left and right
4 star rating 4.5/3L 3.4L avg flush

WxDxH

365 x 610 x 830mm

Seat

Soft close, slim heavy grade, easy lift-off. UV
resistant & antibacterial (Code: PN5760)

Pan Rim

Rimless

Warranty

10 years warranty, 12 months warranty on seat

Fixing Details

Pan fixing brackets supplied
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Note: All dimensions are in millimetres and are subject to normal manufacturing variations. Parisi
Bathware Pty Ltd reserves the right to vary specifications at any time without notice. November 2017

Linfa Wall Faced Pan
Product Code: PN770
The Linfa wall faced pan combines a classically simple design aesthetic
with outstanding performance features. A compact, smooth sided wall
faced pan complete with a slim soft close seat. The Linfa comes standard
with PARISI’s Easy Clean glaze and RIMLESS technology, which ensures
maximum cleaning of the inner bowl is achieved.
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Colour / Finish

White / Gloss

Material

Vitreous china - Easy Clean

P Trap

185mm height FFL

S Trap

75-90mm using PN0030 collar adaptor supplied

Water Inlet

Back inlet 355mm FFL

WELS

4 star rating 4.5/3L 3.2L average flush

WxDxH

360 x 560 x 405mm

Seat

Soft close, slim heavy grade, easy lift-off.
UV resistant & antibacterial (PN5760)

Pan Rim

Rimless

Cistern Options

Compatible with concealed cisterns
(PA110, PA111, PA130, PA135, PA136)

ø102
275

Button Options

Compatible with push button panels and remote
button sets (PA221 - PA265)

Kee Seal

40mm supplied with cistern

Warranty

10 years warranty, 12 months warranty on seat

Fixing Details

Pan fixing kit included (PW9043)
PARISI

Note: All dimensions are in millimetres and are subject to normal manufacturing variations. Parisi
Bathware Pty Ltd reserves the right to vary specifications at any time without notice. June 2017

LINFA
WALL HUNG PAN
RIMLESS - The Linfa toilet pan combines a classically simple design aesthetic with outstanding
.performance features. A compact, smooth sided wall faced pan complete with a slim soft close toilet seat.

Product Code
PN780

Set-out Details
P Trap: 220mm

Inlet
345mm FFL
Seat
A heavy grade, lift off, soft close seat, UV and
Antibacterial protection (Code: PN5740).

Colour
White
WELS
4 Star
3.2 Litres Average Flush
Manufactured by

Packing Details
Pan 24kg, Seat 3kg
Supplied in one carton
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Fixing/Brackets
Requires a fixing bracket or frame capable of supporting the pan and load. Pan supplied with Fischer concealed fixing kit to connect
pan to support braket/frame
Installation Instructions
Suitable for installation with Parisi Chair Bracket (PA105) and PA120/121 or PA140/141 Parisi Inwall Cisterns with Frame

Note: All dimensions are in millimetres and are subject to normal manufacturing variations. Parisi Bathware Pty Ltd reserves the right to vary
speciﬁcations at any time without notice.

